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NEW AND RECOMMENDED
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Our Own Image
A Story of a Māori Filmmaker
BARRY BARCLAY
FOREWORD BY JEFF BEAR

Barry Barclay details his views on the process of filmmaking 
within his own Māori community and discusses how his work 
differed from popular cinema.

“In Our Own Image, Barry Barclay produced a manifesto for indigenous cinema. It 
deserves to be seen as a major contribution to global film studies.” —Stuart Murray, 
University of Leeds
 
1  $14.00  $20.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9761-8 
128 pages • 22 b&w photos • 2015

PAGE 4 PAGE 5 PAGE 6 PAGE 7

PAGE 9 PAGE 10 PAGE 11 PAGE 13
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Berlin Replayed
Cinema and Urban Nostalgia in the Postwall Era
BRIGITTA B. WAGNER

Brigitta B. Wagner shows how old and new films set in Berlin create a col-
lective urban nostalgia for the city’s best, most inclusive, and most concil-
iatory pasts in the face of its renewed purpose as the all-German capital. 
Exploring films such as Walter Ruttmann’s Berlin: Symphony of a Great 
City, Wim Wenders’s Wings of Desire, Tom Tykwer’s Run Lola Run, and 
Wolfgang Becker’s Good Bye, Lenin!, the book establishes that these films 
actively construct how viewers come to know different Berlins of the past 
and present.

2  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9174-6 
3  $73.50  $105.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9171-5 
312 pages • 115 b&w photos • 4 maps • 1 table • 2015

ALSO OF INTEREST

“A major contribution  
to the study of film’s  

intersections with the 
built environment.”

 
—John David Rhodes,  

University of Cambridge

Our Gang
A Racial History of The Little 
Rascals
JULIA LEE
FOREWORD BY HENRY LOUIS 
GATES JR.

“Insightful.” —The Atlantic
4  $17.50  $24.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9822-6 
5  $61.00  $87.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9821-9 
360 pages • 48 b&w images • 2015

Awakening the Eye
Robert Frank’s American Cinema
GEORGE KOUVAROS

A long overdue critical study  
of the work of a legendary 

American photographer and filmmaker. 

6  $17.50  $25.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9559-1 
7  $61.00  $87.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9556-0 
240 pages • 41 b&w photos • 9 color photos • 2015
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Speculative Blackness 
The Future of Race in Science Fiction

ANDRÉ M. CARRINGTON

André M. Carrington analyzes the highly racialized genre 
of speculative fiction—including fanzines, Star Trek, comic 
books, and Harry Potter—to reveal new understandings of 
the significance of blackness in twentieth-century American 
literature and culture.

“A wonderful book.” —Alexander G. Weheliye,  
Northwestern University

8  $17.50  $25.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-7896-9 
9  $61.00  $87.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-7895-2 
296 pages • 35 b&w photos • 2016

Simultaneous Worlds
Global Science Fiction Cinema
JENNIFER L. FEELEY AND SARAH ANN WELLS, 
EDITORS

Simultaneous Worlds focuses on cinemas and cultures from 
Cuba to North Korea that are not traditionally associated 
with science fiction. 

“A unique critical collection on global science fiction cinema 
. . . a major way to think about science fiction cinema in the 
new millennium.” —N. Katherine Hayles, Duke University

10  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9318-4 
11  $73.50  $105.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9317-7 
344 pages • 36 b&w photos • 2015

Farm Worker Futurism
Speculative Technologies of Resistance
CURTIS MAREZ

Farm Worker Futurism reveals that the historical role of 
technology has had much to do with depicting the lives of 
farm laborers in the United States. Curtis Marez looks at 
how the appropriation of photography, film, video, and other 
media technologies expressed a “farm worker futurism,” a 
set of farm worker social formations that faced off against 
corporate capitalism and government policies. 

12  $17.50  $25.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9745-8 
13  $64.00  $91.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-7231-8 
232 pages • 45 b&w photos • 4 color photos • Available June 2016 
Difference Incorporated Series



Political Science

Dead Matter
The Meaning of Iconic Corpses
MARGARET SCHWARTZ

Taking as its starting point the significant role of the photograph in mod-
ern mourning practices—particularly those surrounding public figures—
Dead Matter theorizes the connections between the body and the image by 
looking at the corpse as a special instance of a body that is simultaneously 
thing and representation. Arguing that the evolving cultural understand-
ing of photographic realism structures our relationship to the corpse, the 
book outlines a new politics of representation in which some bodies are 
more visible (and vulnerable) in death than others.

14  $17.50  $25.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9434-1 
15  $61.00  $87.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9433-4 
160 pages • 15 b&w photos • 2015

ALSO OF INTEREST

Singular Images, 
Failed Copies
William Henry Fox Talbot  
and the Early Photograph
VERED MAIMON
 
 

16  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9472-3 
17  $73.50  $105.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9471-6 
296 pages • 43 b&w photos • 2015

The Age of Lovecraft
CARL H. SEDERHOLM  
AND JEFFREY ANDREW 
WEINSTOCK, EDITORS
FOREWORD BY RAMSEY CAMPBELL

 
18  $17.50  $24.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9925-4 
19  $61.00  $87.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9924-7 
272 pages • 3 b&w photos • Available April 2016

“Deep, sophisticated,  
and riveting . . .  

Margaret Schwartz shows 
us how corpses become 

focal points for collective 
meaning.”

—Jonathan Sterne, author of MP3: 
The Meaning of a Format

  5
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On the Existence of Digital  
Objects
YUK HUI
FOREWORD BY BERNARD STIEGLER

How can digital objects be understood according to individu-
alization and individuation? Yuk Hui creates a dialogue 
between Martin Heidegger and Gilbert Simondon and 
contextualizes it within the history of computing, developing 
an original, productive way of thinking about the data and 
metadata that increasingly define our world.

20  $19.00  $27.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9891-2 
21  $66.00  $94.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9890-5 
336 pages • 21 b&w photos • 2016 • Electronic Mediations Series, volume 48

Program Earth
Environmental Sensing Technology and the Making  
of a Computational Planet
JENNIFER GABRYS

Grappling with the consequences of wiring our world,  
Program Earth examines how sensor technologies are  
programming our environments.

“A tantalizing account of digital, citizen-sensing worlds in 
the making.” —Kevin McHugh, Arizona State University

22  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9314-6 
23  $73.50  $105.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9312-2 
376 pages • 48 b&w photos • 2016 • Electronic Mediations Series, volume 49

Computing as Writing
DANIEL PUNDAY

This book examines the common metaphor that equates 
computing and writing, tracing it from the naming of devices 
(“notebook” computers) through the design of user interfaces 
(the “desktop”) to how we describe the work of programmers 
(“writing” code). Daniel Punday addresses a wide array of 
subjects, including film representations of computing (Desk 
Set, The Social Network), Neal Stephenson’s famous open 
source manifesto, and the Apple versus Google debate over 
openness in computing.

24  $19.00  $27.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9702-1 
25  $66.00  $94.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9699-4 
200 pages • 11 b&w photos • 2015
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Ambient Media
Japanese Atmospheres of Self
PAUL ROQUET

Ambient Media examines music, video art, film, and literature as tools 
of atmospheric design in contemporary Japan, and what it means to use 
media as a resource for personal mood regulation. Paul Roquet traces the 
emergence of ambient styles from the environmental music and Erik Satie 
boom of the 1960s and 1970s to the more recent therapeutic emphasis on 
healing and relaxation. Arguing against critiques of mood regulation that 
see it primarily as a form of social pacification, Roquet makes a case for 
understanding ambient media as a neoliberal response to older modes of 
collective attunement.

26  $19.00  $27.50  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9246-0 
27  $66.00  $94.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9244-6 
256 pages • 26 b&w photos • 2016

ALSO OF INTEREST

Mechademia 10
World Renewal
FRENCHY LUNNING,  
EDITOR

Mechademia 10 revolves 
around the devastation of 3/11 

and Japan’s ongoing environmental disasters.
28  $17.50  $25.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9915-5 
288 pages • 72 b&w photos • 2015

All Thoughts  
Are Equal
Laruelle and Nonhuman  
Philosophy
JOHN Ó MAOILEARCA
 

29  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9735-9 
30  $73.50  $105.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9734-2 
392 pages • 2 b&w photos • 2015 
Posthumanities Series, volume 34

“Smartly cuts through 
multiple strata . . . offering 

a fresh and novel  
perspective on the  

atmospheres of ambient 
media.”

 
—Marc Steinberg,  

Concordia University



Debates in the Digital  
Humanities 2016
MATTHEW K. GOLD AND LAUREN F. KLEIN,  
EDITORS

Pairing full-length scholarly essays with shorter pieces drawn 
from scholarly blogs and conference presentations, as well as 
commissioned interviews and position statements, Debates in 
the Digital Humanities 2016 reveals a dynamic view of a field 
in negotiation with its identity, methods, and reach.

31  $24.50  $35.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9954-4 
32  $85.50  $122.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9953-7 
600 pages • 39 b&w photos • 1 table • 2016

Illegal Literature
Toward a Disruptive Creativity
DAVID S. ROH

In a media ecology inundated by unauthorized materials,  
David S. Roh suggests that extralegal works such as fan fic-
tion are critical to a system that spurs the evolution of culture.

“A clear headed look at the copyright protections sur-
rounding authorship and the combined legal, material, 
and aesthetic construction of authorship over the modern 
period.” —Joseph Tabbi, University of Illinois at Chicago

33  $17.50  $25.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9578-2 
34  $52.50  $75.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9575-1 
176 pages • 17 b&w photos • 2015

Improper Names
Collective Pseudonyms from the Luddites  
to Anonymous
MARCO DESERIIS

Improper Names examines the contentious politics and the 
struggles for the control of a shared alias from the early nine-
teenth century to the age of networks.

“Engage[s] a wide range of subjects, from labor history  
to the politics of art, direct action, and digital media.” 
—Gabriella Coleman, McGill University

35  $19.00  $27.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9487-7 
36  $57.00  $81.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9486-0 
304 pages • 2015 • A Quadrant Book

8
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How to Talk about Videogames
IAN BOGOST

Delving into popular games like Flappy Bird, Mirror’s Edge, Mario Kart, 
Scribblenauts, Ms. Pac-Man, FarmVille, Candy Crush Saga, Madden NFL, 
and more, Ian Bogost posits that videogames are as much like appliances 
as they are like art and media. Games are devices we operate, so game 
critique is both serious cultural currency and self-parody. 

Noting that the term games criticism once struck him as preposterous, 
Bogost observes that the idea, taken too seriously, risks balkanizing games 
writing from the rest of culture.

 
37  $14.00  $19.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9912-4 
38  $49.00  $70.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9911-7 
216 pages • 2015 • Electronic Mediations Series, volume 47

ALSO OF INTEREST

Coin-Operated 
Americans
Rebooting Boyhood at the Video 
Game Arcade
CARLY A. KOCUREK

 
39  $16.00  $22.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9183-8 
40  $56.00  $80.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9182-1 
280 pages • 44 b&w photos • 2015

Internet Spaceships 
Are Serious Business
An EVE Online Reader
MARCUS CARTER, KELLY 
BERGSTROM, AND DARRYL 

 WOODFORD, EDITORS

41  $16.00  $22.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9908-7 
42  $56.00  $80.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9907-0 
256 pages • 29 b&w photos • Available March 2016

“This is Ian Bogost at his 
best. Keen intelligence, 
acid wit, and a restless 
desire to look beyond 

the surface and tease out 
games’ less obvious, more 

important meanings.”
 

—Frank Lantz,  
director, NYU Game Center
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Repainting the Walls of Lunda
Information Colonialism and Angolan Art
DELINDA COLLIER

“A much-needed look at the complex entanglements of media 
with colonial/postcolonial and cold war narratives.” 
—Elizabeth Harney, University of Toronto
43  $17.50  $25.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9448-8 
44  $61.00  $87.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9444-0 
264 pages • 37 b&w photos • 2016

Becoming Past
History in Contemporary Art
JANE BLOCKER

“A timely intervention into ongoing debates about temporal 
dimension of performance and art.” —Branislav Jakovljević, 
Stanford University
45  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9698-7 
46  $73.50  $105.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9697-0 
248 pages • 50 b&w photos • 2015

John Vassos
Industrial Design for Modern Life
DANIELLE SHAPIRO

Danielle Shapiro is the first to examine the life and work of John 
Vassos, who was the Radio Corporation of America’s key consul-
tant designer through the rise of radio and television and into the 
computer era. 
47  $24.50  $35.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9341-2 
48  $86.00  $122.50  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9340-5 
296 pages • 121 b&w photos • 2016

Barry Le Va
The Aesthetic Aftermath
MICHAEL MAIZELS

“Barry Le Va adds to already excellent scholarship on compatri-
ots Robert Morris and Bruce Nauman, reintroducing an unduly 
neglected artist.” —Erika Suderburg, University of California
49  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9469-3 
50  $63.00  $90.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9468-6 
232 pages • 53 b&w photos • 2015
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Murray Talks Music
Albert Murray on Jazz and Blues
ALBERT MURRAY
EDITED BY PAUL DEVLIN; FOREWORD BY GARY GIDDINS; 
AFTERWORD BY GREG THOMAS

The year 2016 marks the centennial of the birth of Albert 
Murray (1916–2013), who in thirteen books was by turns 
a lyrical novelist, a keen and iconoclastic social critic, and 
a formidable interpreter of jazz and blues. Not only did his 
prizewinning study Stomping the Blues (1976) influence mu-
sicians far and wide, it was also a foundational text for Jazz at 
Lincoln Center, which he cofounded with Wynton Marsalis 
and others in 1987. Murray Talks Music brings together, for 
the first time, many of Murray’s finest interviews and essays 
on music—most never before published—as well as rare liner 
notes and prefaces.

“He is the unsquarest person I know.” —Duke Ellington

51  $18.00  $25.95  hardcover  ISBN 978-0-8166-9955-1 
288 pages • 16 b&w photos • Available May 2016

Early Blues
The First Stars of Blues Guitar
JAS OBRECHT

Since the early 1900s, blues and the guitar have traveled side 
by side. From the first reported sightings of blues musicians 
to the onset of the Great Depression, this is the most com-
prehensive and complete account ever written of the early 
stars of blues guitar—an essential chapter in the history of 
American music.

“No other book has been written with this particular focus, 
and Jas Obrecht offers material that will be new even to read-
ers who have been familiar with this music for many years.” 
—Jim O’Neal, founding co-editor, Living Blues magazine

“A textual and visual treat, something that all too seldom 
comes our way.” —Lawrence Cohn, producer of Grammy-
winning Robert Johnson: The Complete Recordings

52  $16.00  $22.95  hardcover  ISBN 978-0-8166-9804-2 
272 pages • 70 b&w photos • 2015
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The Geek’s Chihuahua
Living with Apple
IAN BOGOST

The ubiquitous iPhone and its kin saturate our lives, changing 
everything from our communication to our posture. Ian Bogost 
contrasts the values of Apple’s massive success in the twenty-first 
century with those of its rise in the twentieth. 
53  $5.50  $7.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9913-1 
88 pages • 7 b&w photos • 2015 • Forerunners: Ideas First Series

Martin Heidegger Saved My Life
GRANT FARRED

Grant Farred combines autobiography with philosophical ru-
mination to offer this unusual meditation on American racism. 
Farred grapples with why it is that Heidegger—well known as a 
Nazi—resonates so deeply with him during a strange encounter 
instead of other figures such as Malcolm X or W. E. B. DuBois.
54  $5.50  $7.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9936-0 
102 pages • 2015 • Forerunners: Ideas First Series

Mandela’s Dark Years
A Political Theory of Dreaming
SHARON SLIWINSKI

Inspired by one of Nelson Mandela’s recurring nightmares, 
Mandela’s Dark Years guides the reader through the psychology 
of apartheid, recasting dreaming as a vital form of resistance to 
political violence. 
55  $5.50  $7.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9990-2 
58 pages • 2015 • Forerunners: Ideas First Series

FORERUNNERS: IDEAS FIRST
Forerunners is a thought-in-process series of 
breakthrough digital works. Written between 
fresh ideas and finished books, Forerunners 
draws on scholarly work initiated in notable 
blogs, social media, conference plenaries, 
journal articles, and the synergy of academic 
exchange. This is gray literature publishing: 
where intense thinking, change, and specula-
tion take place in scholarship. Find the entire 
series at http://z.umn.edu/forerunners.

MANIFOLD SCHOLARSHIP
The University of Minnesota Press has part-
nered with the GC Digital Scholarship Lab at 
the Graduate Center of the City University of 
New York to launch Manifold Scholarship, an 
ambitious collaboration to advance scholarly 
authorship and publishing in a digital environ-
ment. More information: http://z.umn.edu/
manifoldscholarship.

PUBLISHING INITIATIVES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS
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Manifestly Haraway
DONNA J. HARAWAY
WITH CARY WOLFE

Brings together the “Cyborg Manifesto” and “Companion Species Manifesto” 
to expose the continuity and ramifying force of Donna Haraway’s thought.

“These are crucial manifestos that changed the discourse and clarified our 
situation in the postmodern in stunning and beautiful ways.” 
—Kim Stanley Robinson, author of Aurora and the Mars trilogy

56  $14.00  $19.95  paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-5048-4
57  $49.00  $70.00  cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-5047-7
336 pages • 9 b&w photos • Available April 2016 • Posthumanities Series, volume 37

On the Mode  
of Existence of 
Technical Objects
GILBERT SIMONDON
TRANSLATED BY CECILE 
MALASPINA

This work opens up exciting new entry 
points into the human’s rapport with its 
continually changing technical reality. 
58  $23.00  $32.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-937561-03-1
310 pages • 15 b&w photos • April 2016
Distributed for Univocal Publishing

Archaeology  
of Algorithmic 
Artefacts
DAVID LINK

This genealogy traces the 
origin of the computer, 

revealing that the history of apparatuses 
that process signs is in no way limited to the 
second half of the twentieth century.

62  $23.00  $32.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-937561-04-8
236 pages • 102 b&w photos • June 2016
Distributed for Univocal Publishing

A Love of UIQ
FÉLIX GUATTARI
TRANSLATED BY GRAEME 
THOMSON AND SILVIA 
MAGLIONI

Félix Guattari’s screenplay 
A Love of UIQ merges his 
theoretical concepts with 
his passion for comic books, 

free radio movements, and film.

60  $17.50  $24.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-937561-95-6
220 pages • March 2016 • Distributed for Univocal Publishing

Cosmic Pessimism
EUGENE THACKER

Cosmic Pessimism explores 
the varieties of pessimism 
through a series of frag-
ments, aphorisms, and prose 
poems.

59  $14.00  $19.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-937561-47-5
55 pages • 9 b&w photos • 2015
Distributed for Univocal Publishing

Cartography  
of Exhaustion
Nihilism Inside Out
PETER PÁL PELBART
TRANSLATED BY  
JOHN LAUDENBERGER AND  
FELIX REBOLLEDO PALAZUELOS

A meditation on fighting off 
the exhaustion of our contemporary age.

63  $19.00  $26.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-937561-51-2
300 pages • 2015 • Distributed for Univocal Publishing

Flusseriana
An Intellectual Toolbox
VILÉM FLUSSER
SIEGFRIED ZIELINSKI, PETER 
WEIBEL, AND DANIEL IRRGANG, 
EDITORS

Flusseriana is a toolbox 
that reflects Vilém Flusser’s 
paradoxical and audacious 
freestyle thinking.

61  $27.00  $38.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-937561-52-9 
496 pages • 2015 • Distributed for Univocal Publishing
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